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Abstract: We propose an outdoor photometric stereo method, which considers environmental lighting for improving
the performance of surface normal estimation. In the previous methods, the sky illumination eﬀect has been either
assumed to be constant throughout the scene, or to be removed by pre-processing. This paper exploits a sky model
which can derive the entire sky luminance from a sky zenith image; then, sky illumination eﬀect on a surface can
be correctly calculated by iteratively refining its normal direction. This paper also extends a two-source photometric
stereo method by introducing RANSAC, so that the input images of this method can be taken in a day. Experimental
results with real outdoor objects show the eﬀectiveness of the method.
Keywords: outdoor photometric stereo, sky model, 3D reconstruction

1. Introduction
Acquiring three-dimensional shape information of small objects, buildings, up to the entire city has attracted much interest
as it can be utilized for entertainment, navigation, driving simulation, and heritage preservation. Laser range finders and photogrammetry methods, such as multi-view stereo methods [6], are
widely used to obtain accurate shape information. However, the
resolution of the three-dimensional points of those methods is
not as high as that of two-dimensional photographs, since the
lasers need to sweep the target space, or the stereo methods recover structures based on feature points which are not necessarily
densely observable in the target scene. Also, their surface normal information is relatively unreliable, due to the sensor noise
or lower resolution.
Photometric stereo methods, on the other hand, can be a solution to reconstruct dense and accurate surface normals. The basic idea of the photometric stereo is that surface normals can be
estimated by observing how the shading of a surface varies under a point light source located at diﬀerent positions [17]. The
early photometric stereo methods assume that the surface is a
Lambertian surface, and the light source is located at more than
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three diﬀerent positions that are not coplanar to each other. Many
methods have been proposed to relax those assumptions, but they
are generally applicable to indoor objects where the illumination
is easier to control. Handling large-scale outdoor objects by the
photometric stereo methods is still challenging.
To tackle the outdoor photometric stereo, Ackermann et al. [3]
propose a photometric stereo method that can handle general
lighting, by extending the example-based method [9] combined
with the multi-view stereo method [7]. They successfully recover
surface normals of outdoor objects. Shen et al. [15] model the
outdoor illumination with the spherical harmonics, and combine
the multi-view stereo method to have rough estimate of surface
normal from collection of images from the Internet, so that the
method can estimate the weather of each image. Haber et al. [8]
propose a method that uses multi-view stereo method and wavelet
basis, to recover illumination environment and surface reflectance
from the photo collections on the Internet. Those methods can
handle general lighting, but tend to fail when the illumination
cannot be modeled by the basis (e.g., a clear sky with strong sunlight).
There are several methods that explicitly model the outdoor illumination with the sun and the sky illumination. Ackermann et
al. [2] propose a method which estimates surface normal as well
as camera response function, and the bases of materials by separating image intensity into sun and sky contributions. Abrams et
al. [1] extend Ackermann et al.’s method to be computationally efficient. However, those methods assume that the sky illumination
eﬀect is constant throughout the scene. Furthermore, all of the
methods mentioned above assume that the light sources are not
coplanar, which means that the video or images need to be collected from diﬀerent times of the year, so that the sun positions
are suﬃciently diﬀerent. Sato et al. [14] successfully realize outdoor photometric stereo method that uses images acquired only
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in a day. However, the method requires the surface to be smooth,
and the number of materials of the object to be few.
To overcome the problems, this paper proposes a method
which models the sun and the sky illumination by using a sky
model [13]. In order to calculate sky illumination eﬀect on a surface correctly, surface normal itself has to be known beforehand.
To tackle this, we iteratively estimate the surface normal and
refine its corresponding sky eﬀect. Furthermore, the proposed
method extends the two-source photometric stereo method [18]
by introducing RANSAC [4], so that the estimation becomes
more robust. The method enables us to obtain surface normal
of an object with higher accuracy, from an image set taken in a
day.
The contribution of this paper is twofold: First, by utilizing a
sky model, we refine the surface normal estimation of outdoor
photometric stereo. Second, we extend Zhang et al.’s two light
photometric stereo [18] by combining RANSAC, and propose an
overall framework so that the method can be applied to an image
set that is taken in a day.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the sky model used in this paper, and a method to calculate sky illumination eﬀect. Section 3 provides a photometric
stereo method introducing the refinement of surface normal with
a sky model and RANSAC. Section 4 shows experiments with
real data. Finally we present conclusions and suggestions for future work.

2. Sky Illumination Eﬀect
Sky Model We will use the sky model proposed by Preetham et
al. [13] in the field of computer graphics. The model is an extension of Perez et al.’s [12] which is proposed in atmospheric science to simulate sky luminance distribution. The fraction of luminance Y of the sky in CIE xyY space is calculated from the sun’s
zenith and azimuth angles and a parameter turbidity T which expresses the haziness of the sky. Namely,
Y
F(θ, γ, T, θ s , φ s )
,
=
Yre f
F(θre f , γre f , T, θ s , φ s )

(1)

where Yre f is the luminance of a reference point, and F(.,.) is a
function proposed by Perez et al. with the extension of Preetham
et al. [13]. θ is the zenith angle of the view direction, and γ is the
angle between the view direction and the sun direction. θ s and
φ s are the sun’s zenith and azimuth angles. Figure 1 shows the
notations. The reference point can be anywhere, but we usually
use the zenith of the sky. Using the model, turbidity can be estimated by fitting the model to the brightness of the sky in the
image. Namely, we can estimate turbidity T as follows:

n 

 Yi (T )
Ji 
T est = arg min
−
(2)

,
Yre f (T ) Jre f 
T
i=1

where n is the number of the sampled pixels, and J is the image brightness calculated by taking the sum of each channel in an
RGB image.
To estimate the sun direction, we assume that the date and time
of the input image is available, as well as the geo-location of the
target object and the camera pose. Note that, in our method, we
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Fig. 1 The coordinates for specifying the sun position and the viewing
direction in the sky hemisphere.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2 Calculating influence of the skylight.

estimate turbidity from an auxiliary fish-eye image of the sky
taken along with the input images for photometric stereo, and
assume that the turbidity is constant in a day. However, it is possible to directly use the partial sky captured in the images for
photometric stereo, and readers can refer to Ref. [19] for further
details.
Sky Eﬀect on a Surface In order to incorporate sky illumination eﬀect to photometric stereo, surface normal of the point in interest needs to be known beforehand. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Let us assume that the surface normal of a point A is known as in
Fig. 2 (a). Then, all the rays coming from the hemisphere above
the point A needs to be considered to calculate the eﬀect of sky illumination (irradiance from the sky) as in Fig. 2 (b). Specifically,
as in Fig. 2 (c), we calculate the tangent plane of the surface normal, and define the range of the sky need to be considered. The
angles that is lower than the horizontal plane are also excluded
from the range. Then, we integrate the radiance of the sky in the
defined range by sampling the points as in Fig. 2 (d) to calculate
sky illumination eﬀect on the surface. Figure 2 is illustrated in
two dimension, but the process is actually done in three dimension. Geodesic dome is used to partition the hemisphere equally.
How to obtain the initial surface normal is explained in the next
section.

3. Refinement of Outdoor Photometric Stereo
with Sky Illuminaition
3.1 Two-source Photometric Stereo with RANSAC
We extend Zhang et al.’s two-source photometric stereo by introducing RANSAC. Zhang et al.’s method takes two images
and initial normals as inputs while general photometric stereo requires three images. Initial normals are obtained by multi-view
stereo also in this paper.
In our method, we exploit many pairs of images that are taken
under coplanar light sources. Let us assume that k images are
available. First, we generate k C2 candidates of the surface normal
and N random vectors. Then, we find the vector from the randomly generated vectors that has the most inliers. Here, inliers
are defined as those whose dot product is bigger than a certain
threshold. Having found the vector that has most inliers, we estimate the correct surface normal as the mean of the inliers. The
algorithm is also shown in Fig. 3. To be eﬃcient, we exclude
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Fig. 3 Computing surface normal by a RANSAC method [10]. As shown in
(a) and (b), we generate random vectors and then find the vector of
them which has most inliers. Surface normal is then determined as
the mean vector of the inliers.
Fig. 5 Result of a white matte sphere. The shadowed pixels were manually
excluded for photometric stereo.

Fig. 6 An input image of the Kamakura Buddha.

Fig. 4 The outline of our method. (a) An initial normal map is obtained by
multi-view stereo. (b) Sky illumination is rendered by a normal map
and a sky model after turbidity of the scene is estimated. (c) The
sky illumination eﬀect is subtracted from the images for photometric
stereo. (d) A normal map is estimated by photometric stereo.

the pairs whose light directions are closer than a threshold, since
otherwise the computed solution space will be sensitive to errors.
RANSAC type of estimation is useful for photometric
stereo [10], since the target object may not be necessarily a
Lambertian surface, and therefore might include specular refleciton. To be self-contained, Zhang et al.’s method is briefly
explained in Appendix.
3.2 Iterative Estimation
We take an iterative approach to estimate sky illumination and
surface normal. Figure 4 shows the overview of our method.
As a pre-process, we reconstruct an initial normal by multi-view
stereo method. The turbidity is estimated from the auxiliary sky
image and the whole sky is recovered from the sun direction and
the estimated turbidity.
In the first iteration, the sky illumination eﬀect on each surface
is calculated from the initial surface normal, and then subtracted
from the input images. The photometric stereo with RANSAC
is then performed to the images. This will be repeated until the
estimates are converged. Empirically, the estimates converge in a
few iterations.

4. Results
We validated our method using real world data: a white matte
sphere shown in Fig. 5 (d) and the Buddha in Kamakura shown in
Fig. 6. To estimate the turbidity and render the sky illumination,
auxiliary sky images were taken with a fish-eye lens mounted on
a Canon 5D. Other images for photometric stereo and multi-view
stereo were taken with a Canon 5D Mark2. Gamma correction
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Table 1 Mean angular error of the estimated surface normal of the white
sphere.
our method
ignoring sky illumination

Mean Error (in degree)
7.27
9.79

was turned oﬀ to obtain images that are proportional to incoming
light intensity.
4.1 White Sphere
To quantify the error of normal estimation caused by sky illumination, we used a basic photometric stereo (Eq. (A.2)) instead
of the method described in Section 3 and chose a white sphere
as a target whose shape is known. We captured three pairs of the
target and sky zenith images under diﬀerent sun directions.
Figure 5 (b) and (c) show the estimated normal maps, with and
without considering the sky illumination eﬀect, respectively. Figure 5 (e) and (f) show the angular error maps w.r.t. the ground
truth shown in Fig. 5 (a). The error maps show that the error of
the surface normal can be decreased by considering the sky illumination eﬀect. Particularly, the accuracy can be improved in
the upper region where the sky illumination eﬀect is significant.
In such area, the improvement of normal estimation is around 20
degrees. Table 1 shows the mean angular error in degrees.
4.2 The Buddha in Kamakura
We conducted another experiment to evaluate the proposed
method, using images of the great Buddha in Kamakura. We took
around 60 images for photometric stereo from 11:00 am to 12:30
pm and 20 images for multi-view stereo at a particular time with
a Canon 5D Mark2. For Structure from Motion (SfM) followed
by the multi-view stereo, the captured images at the full resolution were used. We then crop the region of interest containing
the object, yielding images of around 2,800 by 2,800 pixels for
photometric stereo.
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Fig. 8

Fig. 7

Reconstructed surface normal of the Buddha. Our result (a) is more
detailed than the MVS result (c).

Left: The normal vectors on one scanline at the nose. The x, y and
z components are indicated in red, green and blue respectively. The
bold solid lines, the dotted lines and the thin solid lines, respectively,
show results of laser scan, photometric stereo ignoring sky illumination, and our method. Right: The scanline marked in white.

racy of outdoor photometric stereo by subtracting sky illumination eﬀect from images. The method utilizes a sky model to estimate sky illumination and surface normals eﬀectively. We also
extend a two-source photometric stereo by introducing RANSAC,
so that the input images of the method can be taken in a day. The
method would be practical to be applied to objects in outdoors.
Currently, we ignore specular reflection, inter-reflection, ambient occlusion and shadow eﬀect. To estimate more accurate
surface normals, we will try to account for those eﬀects and relax
the constraint that the reflectance model has to be Lambertian.
Another issue is how to model other illumination eﬀect such as
reflections from clouds and ground.
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Appendix
Assuming Lambertian surface, observed image intensity i is
written as follows:
ρs · n = i,

(A.1)

where n is surface normal, s is light source direction, and ρ is
albedo. When three or more image intensities taken under diﬀerent illuminant directions are observed, Eq. (A.1) can be rewritten
in a matrix form
Sn = I,

(A.2)

where I is the image data matrix and S is the light vector matrix.
While surface normal can be computed by solving this linear system at each point, this equation is however unsolvable when the
rank of S is lower than 3.
In two light conditions, solution space of surface normal is expressed as a plane through origin and an interline of Π1 and Π2
(see Fig. A·1). Zhang et al. [18] compute surface normal by projecting an initial normal, which is measured by a depth sensor,
onto the solution plane.

Fig. A·1

The illustration of two-source photometric stereo by Zhang et
al. [18]. Π1 and Π2 are plane functions of surface normal expressed as Eq. (A.1). Note that however the albedo changes, the
interline of Π1 and Π2 is located on the unique solution plane.
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